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Abstract 30	

The Southern Ocean (SO) surface westerly wind stress plays a fundamental role in driving 31	

the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and the global meridional overturning circulation. Here we 32	

investigate the contributions of atmospheric wind fluctuations to the mean, variability and trend 33	

of SO wind stress over the last four decades using NCEP and ERA-Interim reanalysis products. 34	

Including wind variability at synoptic frequencies (2-8 days) and higher in the stress calculation 35	

is found to increase the strength of the mean SO wind stress by almost 40% in both reanalysis 36	

products. The Southern Annular Mode index is found to be a good indicator for the strength of 37	

the mean wind and mean wind stress, but not as good an indicator for wind fluctuations, at least 38	

for the chosen study period. Large discrepancies between reanalysis products emerge regarding 39	

the contributions of wind fluctuations to the strengthening trend of SO wind stress. Between 40	

one-third and half of the stress trend in NCEP can be explained by the increase in the intensity 41	

of wind fluctuations, while the stress trend in ERA-Interim is due entirely to the increasing 42	

strength of the mean westerly wind. This trend discrepancy may have important climatic 43	

implications since the sensitivity of SO circulation to wind stress changes depends strongly on 44	

how these stress changes are brought about. Given the important role of wind fluctuations in 45	

shaping the SO wind stress, studies of the SO response to wind stress changes need to account 46	

for changes of wind fluctuations in the past and future. 47	

 48	

 49	

 50	

 51	

 52	

 53	

 54	
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1. Introduction 55	

    The Southern Hemisphere (SH) surface westerly wind stress is a major forcing for driving 56	

the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) and upwelling of deep waters in the Southern Ocean 57	

(SO). The SH westerly wind stress has strengthened significantly over the last few decades and 58	

is projected to continue to do so in the future, which may have important implications for the 59	

global climate system via modulating the rate at which the SO uptakes heat and carbon (e.g. 60	

Thompson and Solomon 2002; Le Quéré et al. 2008; Marshall and Speer 2012; Wang et al. 61	

2015; Wang et al. 2017). The strength of the SO wind stress is found to be closely related to 62	

the phase of the Southern Annual Mode (SAM), the dominant mode of atmospheric variability 63	

in the SH, with wind stress being stronger (and also poleward-shifted) during the positive phase 64	

of the SAM (e.g. Marshall 2003; Swart and Fyfe 2012). However, the SAM index is often 65	

defined based on the monthly-, seasonal- or annual-mean zonal sea level pressure difference 66	

between 40oS and 65oS (Gong and Wang 1999), and as such is a measure of the monthly-, 67	

seasonal-, or annual-mean strength of the westerly winds, rather than westerly wind stress. This 68	

could be problematic, since it is well known that the surface wind stress depends nonlinearly 69	

on surface wind velocity (e.g. Large et al. 1994; Zhai et al. 2012). 70	

    Due to the aforementioned nonlinear dependence of wind stress on surface wind, high-71	

frequency wind fluctuations contribute to wind stress variability at both high and low 72	

frequencies (Zhai et al. 2012; Zhai 2013). For example, including wind fluctuations with time 73	

scales less than one month in the wind stress calculation significantly enhances the strength of 74	

the time-mean and seasonal-mean wind stress, particularly at mid and high latitudes. In turn 75	

this increases wind power input to the ocean general circulation by over 70% (Zhai et al. 2012; 76	

Wu et al. 2016). Therefore, studies on the changes of SO wind stress and their impact on the 77	

ocean need to take into account changes of not only the low-frequency (e.g. interannual) 78	

variability of the westerly jet but also wind fluctuations at much shorter time scales (e.g. days).  79	
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The strong positive trend of SO wind stress seen in observations, as well as atmospheric 80	

reanalysis products, has spurred a great deal of interest in how the SO responds to changes of 81	

surface wind stress forcing (e.g. Hallberg and Gnanadesikan 2001, 2006; Meredith and Hogg 82	

2006; Böning et al. 2008; Farneti et al. 2010; Dufour et al. 2012; Munday et al. 2013; Bishop 83	

et al. 2016). This includes a number of steady-state sensitivity modeling studies where the mean 84	

SO wind stress is strengthened and/or shifted (e.g. Downes et al. 2011; Zhai and Munday 2014; 85	

Spence et al. 2014; Munday and Zhai 2015; Bishop et al. 2016; Hogg et al. 2017) as well as 86	

some observational and modelling studies of the transient response of the ACC and SO eddy 87	

field to changes of the SAM (e.g. Meredith and Hogg 2006; Screen et al. 2009; O’Kane et al. 88	

2013; Langlais et al. 2015). Two dynamical phenomena: eddy saturation (Straub 1993) and 89	

eddy compensation (Viebahn and Eden 2010), which refer to the loss and reduced sensitivity 90	

of ACC transport and SO meridional overturning circulation to wind stress changes 91	

respectively, emerge from model studies with resolved or permitted, rather than parameterized, 92	

mesoscale ocean eddies1. Model investigations into the eddy saturation and eddy compensation 93	

phenomena typically involve directly varying the magnitude of the mean wind stress in the SO. 94	

The underlying assumption of this approach is that the stress varies due to changes of the mean 95	

wind2. In reality, however, some of the observed and predicted wind stress changes may be 96	

brought about by changes in the variability of the atmospheric wind, owing to the nonlinear 97	

nature of the stress law (Zhai 2013).  98	

																																																								
1  Non-eddy-resolving ocean models with a variable eddy parameterization coefficient are 
found to be capable of achieving partial eddy compensation (e.g. Farneti et al. 2010; Gent 
2016). 
2 If the increase in the magnitude of the mean wind stress is a result of increased wind variability, 
there should be a concurrent increase in wind stress variability, but this is absent in sensitivity 
model experiments where the strength of the mean stress is directly varied (e.g. doubled). High-
frequency wind stress fluctuations are known to be important in setting the surface mixed layer 
depth (e.g. Sui et al. 2003; Kamenkovich 2005; Zhou et al. 2018). 
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An exception to this common practice of directly varying the mean wind stress is a recent 99	

study by Munday and Zhai (2017), who investigated the impact of wind fluctuations on the 100	

sensitivity of SO stratification and circulation to wind stress changes. In their study, changes 101	

of the mean wind stress felt by the ocean were made through alteration of the wind variability, 102	

as opposed to the mean wind. Stronger wind variability is found to enhance near-surface energy 103	

dissipation and increase near-surface viscous and diffusive mixing (see also Jouanno et al. 2016; 104	

Sinha and Abernathey 2016). The increased vertical mixing deepens the surface mixed layer 105	

and results in a much greater sensitivity (more than doubled) of the SO meridional overturning 106	

circulation to the increased wind stress, when compared to equivalent experiments forced by 107	

changing the mean wind. This result has important implications for understanding the SO 108	

response to past and future wind stress changes, should changes in wind stress be brought about 109	

not only by changes of the mean wind but also by changes of wind variability. However, to our 110	

knowledge, there have been few studies (Zhai et al. 2012; Zhai 2013; Franzke et al. 2015) so 111	

far assessing the role of wind fluctuations in determining the mean, variability and trend of the 112	

observed wind stress in the SO. A number of studies exist on the changes of the SH storm track 113	

and cyclone activities (Simmonds and Keay 2000; Yin 2005; Grieger et al. 2014; Wang et al. 114	

2016; Chang 2017). However, the link between changes in these synoptic atmospheric systems 115	

to changes in SO wind stress has not yet been made.  116	

In this study, we use reanalysis data products to investigate the contributions of wind 117	

fluctuations on different time scales (6 hours to 2days, 2 to 8 days and 8 days to 1 year) to the 118	

mean, variability and trend of SO wind stress for the first time. The paper is organized as 119	

follows. We begin in section 2 by describing the reanalysis products and analysis methods used 120	

in this study. In Section 3, we first examine the effect of wind fluctuations on the time-mean 121	

and seasonal-mean wind stresses in the SO, and this is followed by an investigation of the 122	

contribution of wind fluctuations to wind stress differences between positive and negative 123	
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SAM years as well as their contribution to the observed strengthening trend of SO wind stress. 124	

Finally, section 4 provides a summary and some concluding remarks.  125	

2. Data and Methods 126	

2.1 Reanalysis data 127	

Six-hourly 10-m wind fields from two widely-used atmospheric reanalysis products are 128	

analyzed in this study: NCEP-NCAR Reanalysis (NCEP R1; Kalnay et al. 1996) from the 129	

National Centers for Environmental Prediction and the ERA-interim Reanalysis (ERA-Interim; 130	

Dee et al. 2011) from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. The NCEP 131	

R1 and ERA-Interim 10-m winds are provided on T62 (~210 km) and T255 (~80 km) grids 132	

respectively. Prior to 1979, the strength of the SH westerly jet in NCEP reanalysis product 133	

shows large spurious trends when compared to that derived from station data, owing to the 134	

gradual reduction of errors in the NCEP-simulated sea level pressure field at high southern 135	

latitudes (Hines et al. 2000; Marshall 2003). The situation is much improved with the 136	

introduction of the Television Infrared Observation Satellite (TIROS) Operational Vertical 137	

Sounder data into the reanalysis assimilation scheme after 1979. Because of this, we choose 138	

the analysis period in this study to be from January 1979 to December 2016. Previous studies 139	

find that although ERA-Interim is somewhat better in representing the characteristics of 140	

extratropical cyclones than NCEP R1 due to its higher spatial resolution (e.g. Jung et al. 2006; 141	

Tilinina et al. 2013), both reanalysis products tend to underestimate the dynamical intensity 142	

(e.g. maximum wind speed) of mesoscale atmospheric features such as mesocyclones and polar 143	

lows (Zappa et al. 2014; Verezemskaya et al. 2017). Figure 1 shows the comparison between 144	

the reanalysis winds and observed winds at four automatic weather stations from the SCAR 145	

READER project (Turner et al. 2004). The two reanalysis products reproduce reasonably well 146	

the salient features of wind variability at the four locations, but they both underestimate the 147	

amplitude of wind variability, most notably at high frequencies (e.g. 6 hours to 2 days). 148	
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Therefore, results from our study should be considered as a lower bound of the contribution of 149	

wind fluctuations to the SO wind stress, particularly at high frequencies. 150	

The NCEP-DOE Reanalysis product (NCEP R2; Kanamitsu et al. 2002), an improved 151	

version of NCEP R13, and the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis product (JRA-55; Kobayashi et al., 152	

2015) provided on the T319 (~63 km) grid, are also analyzed in this study. Since the results 153	

from NCEP R2 and JRA-55 are very similar to those from NCEP R1 and ERA-Interim except 154	

for the trend, we only include results from NCEP R2 and JRA-55 when comparing trends of 155	

SO wind stress among different reanalysis products.  156	

2.2 SAM index 157	

Here we use the station-based SAM index data from Marshall (2003; updated online). The 158	

SAM index is defined, following Gong and Wang (1999), as 159	

     SAM = P&'°)∗ − P,-°)∗ , 160	

where P&'°)∗  and P,-°)∗  are the normalized monthly zonal-mean sea level pressure at 40°S and 161	

65°S, respectively, obtained by averaging records from six stations at roughly 65°S and six 162	

stations at roughly 40°S. Readers are referred to Marshall (2003) for the locations of these 163	

stations as well as the criteria for choosing them. Note that the SAM index derived from NCEP 164	

and ERA-Interim reanalysis products are found to be in very good agreement with that derived 165	

from station data after 1979 (Thompson and Solomon 2002; Marshall 2003).  166	

2.3 Wind stress 167	

The zonal surface wind stress is calculated based on the bulk formula (Large et al. 1994), 168	

	τ0 = ρ2c4 U6' u6', 169	

where τ0 is the surface zonal wind stress, u6'	is the six-hourly 10-m zonal wind velocity and  170	

U6'  
is the six-hourly 10-m wind speed from reanalysis data, ρ2 = 1.223 kg m? is air density 171	

																																																								
3		The improvements include an updated model with better physical parameterizations and 
fixing known data assimilation errors in NCEP R1. 
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at the sea surface, and c4 is the drag coefficient with 10?c4 =
A.B
CDE

+ 0.142 + 0.0764 U6' . 172	

Here we do not explicitly investigate the role of the variable drag coefficient, although its effect 173	

is included in the wind stress calculations. Ocean surface velocity is not considered here in the 174	

stress calculation since its effect on the magnitude of SO wind stress is very small (a few 175	

percentage at most; see Wu et al. 2017). The zonal wind stress calculated from the bulk formula 176	

is slightly weaker than that provided in the reanalysis products owing to additional adjustments 177	

applied in the reanalysis models (Wesley Ebisuzali, NOAA, personal communication).  178	

In order to quantify the effect of wind fluctuations on different time scales on the SO wind 179	

stress, we apply 2-day running mean, 8-day running mean and annual mean averaging to the 180	

original 6-hourly reanalysis wind field to filter out wind fluctuations that last less than 2 days, 181	

less than 8 days and less than one year, respectively. Threshold time scales of 2 days and 8 days 182	

are chosen here because atmospheric variability (e.g. wind and air temperature) on time scales 183	

of 2 to 8 days is generally thought to be associated with synoptic weather systems and 184	

baroclinic storm activities (e.g. Trenberth 1991; Inatsu and Hoskins 2004; Yin 2005). Figure 2 185	

shows the magnitude of peak zonal-mean zonal wind stress in the SO as a function of the 186	

running mean time scale. The magnitude of peak zonal-mean zonal wind stresses in both NCEP 187	

R1 and ERA-Interim decreases rapidly with increasing running mean time scale up to synoptic 188	

time scales (~8 days) and then decreases much more gently afterwards. For example, increasing 189	

the running mean time scale to 10 days or 15 days leads to only 3% or 8% decrease in the 190	

calculated wind stresses, compared to those calculated from the 8-day running mean winds. 191	

Wind fluctuations on time scales of 2 to 8 days are calculated by taking the difference between 192	

the 2-day running mean and 8-day running mean wind fields. The 2-8 day filtered winds are 193	

then obtained by removing wind fluctuations on 2 to 8 days from the original 6-hourly wind 194	

field (Table 1). We recalculate the zonal wind stresses using these filtered winds (τA4, τJ4, 195	

τAKJ4	 and τLM  from 2-day mean, 8-day mean, 2-8 day filtered and annual-mean winds 196	
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respectively) and compare them with the zonal wind stress (τ,NM) calculated from the 6-hourly 197	

reanalysis winds. For example, since wind fluctuations on 6 hours to 2 days are excluded in 198	

the calculation of τA4, the difference between τ,NM and τA4 can then be used to quantify the 199	

effect of including wind fluctuations on 6 hours to 2 days on the mean stress and its variability.  200	

In addition to surface wind stress calculations, we also quantify kinetic energy of the wind 201	

field to help interpret some of the results shown in Section 3. Mean kinetic energy (MKELM) in 202	

each year is calculated from the annual-mean wind field, and eddy kinetic energy is calculated 203	

from wind fluctuations on time scales of 6 hours to 2 days (EKEA4), 2 to 8 days (EKEAKJ4), 6 204	

hours to 8 days (EKEJ4 ), and 6 hours to 1 year (EKELM ), respectively (see Table 1 for the 205	

formulas). For example, EKEA4 is calculated using the difference between the 6-hourly and 2-206	

day running mean wind fields. As such, EKEA4 represents kinetic energy associated with wind 207	

fluctuations on time scales of 6 hours to 2 days alone, and does not include the nonlinear cross 208	

term between fluctuations on 6 hours to 2 days and those on 2 days to 1 year. 209	

3. Results 210	

3.1 Mean 211	

We first assess the effect of including wind fluctuations on different time scales on the mean 212	

wind stress in the SO. Figure 3 shows the 1979-2016 time-mean zonal wind stress calculated 213	

from the NCEP R1 (Figs. 3a to 3f) and ERA-Interim (Figs. 3g to 3l) reanalysis winds. Wind 214	

fluctuations are found to strengthen the mean wind stress almost everywhere in both reanalysis 215	

products, with the difference between multi-year mean τ,NM	and τLM 
often greater than τLM 

itself 216	

(Figs. 3a-c and 3g-i). This indicates that the annual mean wind alone can only explain ~1/2 of 217	

the annual mean wind stress. The significant contribution of wind fluctuations to the mean SO 218	

wind stress is a result of the large wind variability in this storm track region (Zhai 2013). 219	

Furthermore, the effect of including fluctuations on 6 hours to 8 days (Figs. 3a vs 3e and 3g vs 220	

3k) is much larger than that of including fluctuations on 8 days to 1 year (Figs. 3e vs 3b and 221	
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3k vs 3h). Therefore, wind fluctuations on 6 hours to 8 days make a disproportionately large 222	

contribution to the mean stress. Quantitatively, including wind fluctuations in the stress 223	

calculation is found to increase the magnitude of peak zonal-mean wind stresses in NCEP R1 224	

by about 109% (red vs yellow lines in Fig. 4a) and that in ERA-Interim by about 116% (Fig. 225	

4c), with over 70% of both increases being contributed by wind fluctuations on 6 hours to 8 226	

days (red vs purple lines in Figs. 4a and 4c). Including fluctuations on 6 hours to 2 days and 227	

those on 2 to 8 days appears to have a similar effect on the mean stress (overlapping green and 228	

cyan lines in Figs. 4a and 4c), with both acting to strengthen the peak mean wind stress by 229	

roughly 20%. 230	

To understand the effect of including wind fluctuations on different time scales on the mean 231	

wind stress, it is instructive to examine the magnitude and spatial structure of the MKE and 232	

EKE. Figure 5 shows the time-mean zonal wind velocity, MKE and EKE calculated from wind 233	

fluctuations on different time scales from NCEP R1 (Figs. 5a-f) and ERA-Interim (Figs. 5g-l). 234	

The spatial patterns of the mean winds (Figs. 5a and 5g) are very similar to those of the mean 235	

wind stresses (Figs. 3a and 3g), with large values located in the South Indian Ocean sector. 236	

This similarity is also found in the zonal mean patterns of the mean wind and mean stress (solid 237	

red and dashed blue lines in Figs. 4a and 4c), with the peak values of both quantities found at 238	

52 to 53oS. Another striking feature in Figure 5 is the much broader and more uniform 239	

meridional (and zonal) distribution of the EKE, comparing to the MKE (Figs. 5b-c and 5h-i). 240	

The zonal-mean EKE increases gradually southward in the latitude band of 40o to 60oS and 241	

experiences somewhat sharper drops only north of ~40oS and south of ~60oS (Figs. 4b and 4d). 242	

This more or less uniform distribution of the EKE explains why the mean wind and mean stress 243	

peak at the same latitude: the strengthening of the mean stress owing to wind variability is 244	

largest where the mean wind is strongest.  245	
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EKE calculated from wind fluctuations on time scales of 6 hours to 2 days, 2 to 8 days, and 246	

6 hours to 8 days is found to account for about 32%, 28%, and 71%, respectively, of the total 247	

EKE for both NCEP R1 (Fig. 4b) and ERA-Interim (Fig. 4d). These EKE percentages are 248	

broadly comparable to the percentage increases of the mean stress after including wind 249	

fluctuations on different time scales, demonstrating that the effect of wind variability on the 250	

strength of the mean stress via the nonlinear stress law depends on the magnitude of the wind 251	

variability. Stronger wind variability in ERA-Interim also contributes to the larger mean stress 252	

in ERA-Interim than NCEP R1 (red lines in Figs. 4a and 4c), although the mean winds in the 253	

two reanalysis products are comparable in strength (dashed blue).  254	

For both reanalysis products, the zonal mean wind peaks in austral spring and autumn 255	

(dashed green and blues lines in Figs. 6a and c), while it shifts equatorward in austral summer 256	

(dashed red) and becomes weaker but broader in austral winter (dashed black). Interestingly, 257	

the zonal mean wind stress in austral winter (solid black) is greater than that in austral summer 258	

(solid red), even in the latitude band of 44oS-56oS where the mean wind is noticeably weaker 259	

in austral winter than in austral summer (dashed black vs dashed red). This paradox is explained 260	

by the pronounced seasonal cycle of the EKE in the SO (Figs. 6b and d), characterized by EKE 261	

being the largest in austral winter (dashed black) and smallest in austral summer (dashed red). 262	

Stronger wind variability in austral winter increases the magnitude of the mean stress much 263	

more significantly than that in austral summer, resulting in the larger mean stress seen in austral 264	

winter. It is worth pointing out that EKE is greater than MKE in the SO in all four seasons for 265	

both reanalysis products (Figs. 6b and d). 266	

3.2 Variability  267	

In this section, we investigate the role of wind fluctuations in determining wind stress 268	

differences between positive and negative SAM years. Here a year with SAM > 0.5 is defined 269	

as a positive SAM year and a year with SAM < -0.5 a negative SAM year (Fig. 7). 270	
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    Figure 8 shows the mean stress, MKELM  
and EKELM  in positive and negative SAM years 271	

calculated from NCEP R1 (Figs. 8a-h) and ERA-Interim reanalysis winds (Figs. 8i-p). 272	

Consistent with previous studies, both the mean wind and mean stress in positive SAM years 273	

(Figs. 8a and i) are found to be considerably stronger and also shifted poleward by a few 274	

degrees (Figs. 9a-b and d-e), with respect to those in negative SAM years (Figs. 8e and m). In 275	

contrast, the mean EKELM shows no statistically significant differences between positive and 276	

negative SAM years in both reanalysis products (Figs. 8d, h, i, p and 9c, f). One noticeable 277	

difference between NCEP R1 and ERA-Interim is the much larger spread of EKELM in NCEP 278	

R1 (Figs. 9c and f), indicating a stronger inter-annual variability of EKELM	in the SO in this 279	

reanalysis product. There is a hint of a poleward shift of EKELM in positive SAM years in ERA-280	

Interim (Fig. 9f). These results show that the SAM index is a good indicator of the strength of 281	

the mean wind and mean stress, but not as good an indicator for the strength of wind 282	

fluctuations, at least for our analysis period of 1979-2016. 	283	

To further assess the role of wind fluctuations in determining the wind stress differences 284	

seen between positive and negative SAM years, we recalculate the mean stress using a 285	

combination of the mean wind averaged over all the positive SAM years and wind fluctuations 286	

from each negative SAM year (Figs. 8b and j) and also using a combination of the mean wind 287	

averaged over all the negative SAM years and wind fluctuations from each positive SAM year 288	

(Figs. 8f and n). Remarkably, there is virtually no difference between the mean stress in positive 289	

SAM years and the mean stress calculated using a combination of the mean wind from positive 290	

SAM years and wind fluctuations from negative SAM years (Figs. 8a vs 8b and Figs. 8i vs 8j). 291	

The same is true for the mean stress in negative SAM years and the mean stress calculated 292	

using a combination of the mean wind from negative SAM years and wind fluctuations from 293	

positive SAM years (Figs. 8e-f and m-n). This result suggests that as far as the nonlinear stress 294	

law is concerned, it is the magnitude of wind fluctuations that matters for determining the 295	
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magnitude of the mean stress, not whether wind fluctuations and the mean wind are 296	

dynamically linked. The result also shows that differences in the mean wind are the key cause 297	

for the differences in the mean stress found between positive and negative SAM years, although 298	

the presence of wind fluctuations significantly amplifies these mean stress differences; in the 299	

absence of wind fluctuations, the mean stress difference between positive and negative SAM 300	

years is much smaller (not shown). The situation in the SO appears to be in contrast to that at 301	

mid-latitude North Atlantic, where stronger westerly wind stress during years of positive North 302	

Atlantic Oscillation is found to be mostly a result of enhanced synoptic wind variability, rather 303	

than a stronger background mean wind (Zhai and Wunsch 2013). 304	

3.3 Trend 305	

We now assess the contribution of wind fluctuations to the strengthening trend of SO wind 306	

stress over the last four decades. Results from NCEP R2 and JRA-55 are also included here 307	

since they are significantly different from NCEP R1 and ERA-Interim.  308	

The trends of the strength of SO wind stress during 1979-2016 are 0.00038 N m-2 yr-1 in 309	

NCEP R1 (Fig. 10a), 0.00067 N m-2 yr-1 in NCEP R2 (Fig. 10b) and 0.00023 N m-2 yr-1 in 310	

ERA-Interim (Fig. 10c), all significant at <1% level by T test, while no significant trend (<5%) 311	

is detected in JRA-55. This is consistent with the results in Thomas et al. (2015) who also found 312	

the largest trend of SO wind stress in NCEP R2 but no significant trend in JRA-55 for the 313	

period of 1980-2004. In order to separate out contributions from the mean wind and wind 314	

fluctuations to the wind stress trends found in the reanalysis products, we randomly reshuffle 315	

the annual-mean wind and wind fluctuations in each year over the whole 38-year period. First, 316	

the annual-mean wind fields are randomly reshuffled for 38 times. Each time a new time series 317	

of wind stress is calculated using a combination of the reshuffled annual-mean wind and 318	

unshuffled wind fluctuations. We then average the 38 time series of wind stress and find the 319	

trend of the averaged stress (black lines in Fig. 10). This new trend obtained by randomizing 320	
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the annual-mean winds excludes the effect of changes of the annual-mean wind and thus 321	

enables us to see how the increased intensity of wind fluctuations with time contributes to the 322	

strengthening trend of the wind stress. Similarly, we randomly reshuffle wind fluctuations of 323	

each year 38 times, calculate 38 time series of wind stress using a combination of the reshuffled 324	

wind fluctuations and unshuffled annual-mean winds, and find the trend of the time series of 325	

the averaged stress (blue lines in Fig. 10). The new trend obtained by randomizing wind 326	

fluctuations excludes the effect of changing intensity of wind fluctuations, enabling us to see 327	

how the strengthening of the annual-mean wind contributes to the strengthening trend of the 328	

wind stress.  329	

After randomizing the annual-mean winds over the last four decades, the trends of the 330	

strength of SO wind stress are 0.00014 N m-2 yr-1 for NCEP R1, 0.00034 N m-2 yr-1 for NCEP 331	

R2, and 0.00003 N m-2 yr-1 for ERA-Interim (black lines in Fig. 10), respectively. Importantly, 332	

the trends for both NCEP reanalysis products are significant at <5% level, whereas the trend 333	

for ERA-Interim is not statistically significant. Therefore, changes of wind fluctuations explain 334	

about one-third and half of the strengthening trend of Sothern Ocean wind stress in NCEP R1 335	

and NCEP R2 respectively, but make no significant contribution in ERA-Interim. The positive 336	

wind stress trend in ERA-Interim is due entirely to the increase in the strength of the annual-337	

mean wind. These conclusions are supported by the calculations based on the randomization 338	

of wind fluctuations (see blue lines in Fig. 10 for the trends as well as their statistical 339	

significance). Our study therefore highlights the large discrepancies between the widely-used 340	

reanalysis products regarding the relative contributions of the annual-mean wind and wind 341	

fluctuations to the observed changes of SO wind stress. These discrepancies may have 342	

contributed to the diverging responses of the SO simulated by ocean models forced with 343	

different reanalysis products (Gent 2016; Munday and Zhai 2017).  344	

    Figure 11 compares the trends of MKELM, EKELM, EKEA4, EKEJ4	and EKEAKJ4 in the three 345	
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reanalysis products. All the trends shown in Fig. 11 are significant at <5% level, except for the 346	

trend of EKEAKJ4 in ERA-Interim (black line in Fig. 11f), which is not statistically significant. 347	

The trend of EKELM  in ERA-Interim (blue line in Fig. 11e), although significant, is much 348	

weaker than those in NCEP reanalysis products (blue lines in Figs. 11a and c). For example, 349	

the trends of EKELM  in NCEP R1 and NCEP R2 are over four times and nearly nine times 350	

greater than that in ERA-Interim, respectively. Furthermore, the trends of EKELM (blue lines) 351	

are significantly greater than the trends of MKELM	(red lines) in both NCEP R1 and R2 (by 2.5 352	

and 3.6 times, respectively; Figs. 11a and c), while the trend of EKELM is less than half of the 353	

trend of MKELM	in ERA-Interim (Fig. 11e). The much weaker trend of EKELM in ERA-Interim 354	

explains why wind fluctuations make little contribution to the observed increase of SO wind 355	

stress. Over 80% of the positive trends of EKELM found in both NCEP R1 and R2 are accounted 356	

for by the trends of EKEJ4 (red lines in Figs. 11b and d vs blue lines in Figs. 11a and c). Both 357	

EKEA4 and EKEAKJ4 contribute significantly to the increase of EKEJ4 (Figs. 11b and d). Our 358	

analysis thus shows that the SO has become stormier over the last four decades, and this 359	

increased storminess may have played an important role in the strengthening of SO wind stress, 360	

with ramifications for the sensitivity of SO stratification and circulation to wind stress changes 361	

(Munday and Zhai 2017).	362	

    The trends of the seasonal-mean SO wind stress are significant at <5% level in all four 363	

seasons in NCEP R1, with larger trends in austral summer and autumn (Fig. 12a).  In 364	

comparison, the trends of the seasonal-mean wind stress in ERA-Interim (Fig. 12c) are much 365	

smaller and only significant in austral summer and autumn. The trends of the seasonal-mean 366	

EKE in NCEP R1 (Fig. 12b) are again found to be significant in all seasons, with larger values 367	

in austral summer and autumn, while no significant trend is found in ERA-Interim in any 368	

season (Fig. 12d). These results show that wind fluctuations in NCEP R1 contribute to the 369	

strengthening of not only the annual-mean wind stress but also the seasonal-mean wind stress 370	
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in the SO. The greater contribution to the annual-mean trend by trends in austral summer and 371	

autumn is consistent with results from previous Antarctic radiosonde data and model studies, 372	

which showed that the trend of the SH circumpolar westerly is stronger during austral summer 373	

and autumn (Thompson and Solomon 2002; Fogt et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2016), as a result of 374	

the development of the Antarctic ozone depletion during the austral summer season (Gillett 375	

and Thompson 2003; Thompson et al. 2011).  376	

4. Summary and Conclusions 377	

The Southern Ocean plays a key role in regulating the global climate via its residual 378	

meridional overturning circulation and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. It is therefore an 379	

important task to understand how the SO responds to the observed and predicted strengthening 380	

of the westerly wind stress. Recently, Munday and Zhai (2017) showed that the sensitivity of 381	

SO stratification and circulation to wind stress changes depends strongly on whether these 382	

changes in wind stress are brought about by changes of the mean wind or wind fluctuations. 383	

However, it is yet unknown whether wind fluctuations have played a role in shaping the 384	

observed wind stress changes in the SO. In this study, we have analyzed two widely-used 385	

atmospheric reanalysis products to assess the contribution of wind fluctuations to the mean, 386	

variability and trend of SO wind stress over the last four decades. Our main findings are: 387	

• Wind fluctuations, particularly those associated with weather systems and baroclinic storms, 388	

significantly enhance the strength of the mean wind stress in the SO. The magnitude of 389	

peak zonal-mean wind stresses is found to be doubled when wind fluctuations are included 390	

in the stress calculation. Over 70% of this doubling effect is owing to fluctuations that last 391	

less than 8 days, i.e., associated primarily with weather systems/baroclinc storms. 392	

• The SAM index is a good indicator for the mean westerly wind and wind stress, but is not 393	

as good a measure for wind fluctuations. Both the mean wind and mean wind stress are 394	

considerably stronger and also shifted poleward (by a few degrees) during positive SAM 395	
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years. In comparison, no significant differences in wind fluctuations are found between 396	

positive and negative SAM years. Therefore, stronger wind stresses during positive SAM 397	

years are due mainly to the stronger background mean winds, not enhanced wind variability, 398	

although the presence of wind fluctuations significantly amplifies wind stress differences 399	

between positive and negative SAM years. 400	

• Large discrepancies are found between the reanalysis products analyzed in this study 401	

regarding the contribution of wind fluctuations to the strengthening trend of SO wind stress. 402	

The intensities of wind fluctuations in NCEP R1 and R2 have increased significantly over 403	

the last four decades and are found to contribute to about one-third and half of the increase 404	

in the strength of SO wind stress, respectively. In contrast, the intensity of wind fluctuations 405	

only experiences a very modest increase in ERA-Interim, and as such the wind stress trend 406	

in ERA-Interim is explained almost entirely by the strengthening of the mean westerly wind. 407	

Furthermore, the majority (over 80%) of the increase in wind fluctuations in NCEP R1 and 408	

R2 is found to be associated with weather systems and baroclinic storms. No significant 409	

trend is detected in JRA-55. 410	

• The intensity of wind fluctuations exhibits a pronounced seasonal cycle, being highest in 411	

austral winter and lowest in austral summer.  As a result, the peak zonal mean wind stress 412	

is greater in austral winter than in austral summer, despite the mean westerly wind being 413	

stronger in austral summer than austral winter. Furthermore, trends in austral summer and 414	

autumn are found to contribute most to the annual trend in the SO.  415	

Results from this study highlight the important contributions of wind fluctuations, especially 416	

those associated with weather systems and baroclinic storms, to the mean, variability and trend 417	

of SO wind stress. Both NCEP and ERA-Interim reanalysis products show that the SO has 418	

become stormier over the last four decades, although the increase in atmospheric storminess is 419	

very modest in ERA-Interim. The large discrepancies found between reanalysis products 420	
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regarding the contributions of wind fluctuations to the strengthening trend of SO wind stress 421	

are worrying, since not only the magnitude of the increased wind stress but also how this 422	

increase comes about matters for the SO response to changes in wind stress forcing (Munday 423	

and Zhai 2017). The discrepancies between reanalysis products also highlight the need to have 424	

sustained observations with better coverage in the SO in order to better understand the 425	

atmospheric forcing and its changes in a region that is vital for the global climate system. 426	
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Table 1. List of variables and the formulas used to calculate them. Overbars “−LM”, “−A4”, 619	

“−J4” and “−AKJ4” represent annual mean, 2-day running mean, 8-day running mean, and 2-620	

8 day filtered, respectively, and superscript “6hr” indicates 6-hourly reanalysis winds. The 2-8 621	

day filtered winds (u6'
AKJ4 and v6'

AKJ4) are obtained by removing winds fluctuations on time 622	

scales of 2 to 8 days from the origional 6-hourly reanalysis wind field, and are calculated using 623	

u6'
AKJ4 = u6',NM − (u6'

A4 − u6'
J4) and v6'

AKJ4 = v6',NM − (v6'
A4 − v6'

J4) , respectively. The 624	

2-8 day filtered wind speed ( U6'
AKJ4

 ) is then calculated from U6'
AKJ4

=625	

(u6'
AKJ4)A + (v6'

AKJ4)A.  626	

 627	
Variable Defination Formula

 

𝛕𝟔𝐡𝐫 Zonal wind stress calculated from 

6-hourly winds 

ρ2c4 U6',NM u6',NM
LM

 

𝛕𝟐𝐝 Zonal wind stress calcuated from 2-

day running mean winds 
ρ2c4 U6'

A4
u6'

A4
LM

 

𝛕𝟖𝐝 Zonal wind stress calcuated from 8-

day running mean winds 
ρ2c4 U6'

J4
u6'

J4
LM

 

𝛕𝟐K𝟖𝐝 Zonal wind stress calcuated from 2-

8 day filtered winds 
ρ2c4 U6'

AKJ4
u6'

AKJ4
LM

 

𝛕𝐲𝐫 Zonal wind stress calculated from 

annual-mean winds 
ρ2c4 U6'

LM
u6'

LM
LM

 

𝐌𝐊𝐄𝐲𝐫 Kinetic energy associated with 

annual-mean winds  

(u6'
LM)A + (v6'

LM)A
LM

2  

𝐄𝐊𝐄𝐲𝐫 Kinetic energy associated with 

wind fluctuations on time scales of 

(u6',NM − u6'
LM)A + (v6',NM − v6'

LM)A
LM

2  
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6 hours to 1 year 

𝐄𝐊𝐄𝟐𝐝 Kinetic energy calculated from 

wind fluctuations on time scales of 

6 hours to 2 days alone 

(u6',NM − u6'
A4)A + (v6',NM − v6'

A4)A
LM

2  

𝐄𝐊𝐄𝟖𝐝 Kinetic energy calculated from 

wind fluctuations on time scales of 

6 hours to 8 days alone 

(u6',NM − u6'
J4)A + (v6',NM − v6'

J4)A
LM

2  

𝐄𝐊𝐄𝟐K𝟖𝐝 Kinetic energy calculated from 

wind fluctuations on time scales of 

2 days to 8 days alone 

(u6'
A4 − u6'

J4)A + (v6'
A4 − v6'

J4)A
LM

2  
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List of Figures  643	

1. Comparison of the time series and power spectra of 10-m wind speeds from NCEP R1 and 644	

ERA-Interim with automatic weather station data at four locations in 1989 (with the annual 645	

mean removed). The wind speeds are observed at 10 m, 10 m, 6 m and 11 m at O-Higgins, 646	

Great Wall, Orcadas and Faraday, respectively. 647	
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line) and ERA-Interim (blue line). Red and green crosses (stars) mark peak zonal-mean zonal 650	

wind stresses calculated from NCEP R1 (ERA-Interim) 2-day and 8-day running mean 651	

winds, respectively. 652	

3. The 1979-2016 time-mean wind stress (N m-2) in the SO from NCEP R1 (a-f) and ERA-653	
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4. The 1979-2016 zonal-mean and time-mean zonal wind velocity (dashed; m s-1), zonal wind 657	

stresses (solid; N m-2), mean and eddy kinetic energy (m2 s-2) from NCEP R1 (a-b) and ERA-658	

Interim (c-d). MKELM  is kinetic energy associated with the annual-mean winds, and EKEA4 , 659	

EKEAKJ4 , EKEJ4  and EKELM  are kinetic energy calculated from wind fluctuations on time 660	

scales of 6 hours to 2 days, 2 to 8 days, 6 hours to 8 days, and 6 hours to 1 year, respectively 661	

(see Table 1).  662	

5. The 1979-2016 time-mean zonal wind velocity (m s-1), mean kinetic energy (m2 s-2) and eddy 663	

kinetic energy (m2 s-2) in the SO from NCEP R1 (a-f) and ERA-Interim (g-l).  664	

6. The 1979-2016 zonal-mean and seasonal-mean zonal wind velocity (dashed; m s-1), zonal 665	

wind stress (solid; N m-2), mean kinetic energy (solid; m2 s-2) and eddy kinetic energy (dashed; 666	

m2 s-2) from NCEP R1 (a-b) and ERA-Interim (c-d). 667	
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7. The 1979-2016 station-based SAM index from Marshall (2003; updated online). Years with 668	

SAM>0.5 are defined here as positive SAM years and those with SAM<-0.5 negative SAM 669	

years. 670	

8. The mean τ,NM (N m-2), MKELM	and EKELM (m2 s-2) averaged over positive and negative SAM 671	

years during 1979-2016 from NCEP R1 (a-h) and ERA-Interim (i-p). (b) and (j) are the mean 672	

stresses calculated using a combination of the mean wind averaged over all the positive SAM 673	

years and wind fluctuations from each negative SAM year. (f) and (n) are the mean stresses 674	

calculated using a combination of the mean wind averaged over all the negative SAM years 675	

and wind fluctuations from each positive SAM year.	676	

9. Zonal-mean τ,NM  (N m-2, a and d), MKELM  (m2 s-2, b and e), and EKELM  (m2 s-2, c and f) 677	

averaged over positive (solid black lines) and negative (dashed black lines) SAM years during 678	

1979-2016 from NCEP R1 (a-c) and ERA-Interim (d-f). The grey lines mark one standard 679	

deviation. 680	

10. Time series (red solid) and trend (red dashed) of SO wind stress averaged between 35oS 681	

and 65oS during 1979-2016 from (a) NCEP R1, (b) NCEP R2 and (c) ERA-Interim. Black lines 682	

are for wind stress obtained by randomizing the annual-mean winds and blue lines for that 683	

obtained by randomizing wind fluctuations. Percentages in brackets show statistical 684	

significance of the trends. Note that although the overall wind stress trends are positive when 685	

averaged between 35oS and 65oS, there are regions of negative trends, particularly between 686	

35oS and 45oS (not shown). 687	

11. Time series (solid) and trends (dashed) of MKELM, EKELM,	EKEJ4, EKEA4 and EKEAKJ4 (m2 688	

s-2) averaged between 35oS and 65oS during 1979-2016 from NCEP R1 (a-b), NCEP R2 (c-d) 689	

and ERA-Interim (e-f). Percentages in brackets show statistical significance of the trends. 690	

12. Time series (solid) and trends (dashed) of the seasonal-mean τ,NM (N m-2, a and c) and 691	

EKELM (m2 s-2, b and d) averaged between 35oS and 65oS during 1979-2016 from NCEP R1 (a-692	
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b) and ERA-Interim (c-d). Percentages in brackets show statistical significance of the trends. 693	
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 717	

FIG. 1. Comparison of the time series and power spectra of 10-m wind speeds from NCEP R1 718	

and ERA-Interim with automatic weather station data at four locations in 1989 (with the annual 719	

mean removed). The wind speeds are observed at 10 m, 10 m, 6 m and 11 m at O-Higgins, 720	

Great Wall, Orcadas and Faraday, respectively.  721	
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 722	

FIG. 2. The magnitude of peak zonal-mean zonal wind stress in the Southern Ocean ([35oS 723	

65oS]) averaged over 1979-2016 as a function of the running mean time scale from NCEP R1 724	

(black line) and ERA-Interim (blue line). Red and green crosses (stars) mark peak zonal-mean 725	

zonal wind stresses calculated from NCEP R1 (ERA-Interim) 2-day and 8-day running mean 726	

winds, respectively. 727	
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  728	

FIG. 3. The 1979-2016 time-mean wind stress (N m-2) in the SO from NCEP R1 (a-f) and ERA-729	

Interim (g-l). Mean τ,NM, τA4, τJ4, τAKJ4	and τLM are calculated from 6-hourly, 2-day running 730	

mean, 8-day running mean, 2-8 day filtered, and annual-mean winds, respectively (see Table 731	

1). (c) and (i) are differences between τ,NM and τLM, i.e. (a)-(b) and (g)-(h), respectively. 732	

 733	
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 734	

FIG. 4. The 1979-2016 zonal-mean and time-mean zonal wind velocity (dashed; m s-1), zonal 735	

wind stresses (solid; N m-2), mean and eddy kinetic energy (m2 s-2) from NCEP R1 (a-b) and 736	

ERA-Interim (c-d). MKELM  is kinetic energy associated with the annual-mean winds, and 737	

EKEA4, EKEAKJ4, EKEJ4 and EKELM are kinetic energy calculated from wind fluctuations on 738	

time scales of 6 hours to 2 days, 2 to 8 days, 6 hours to 8 days, and 6 hours to 1 year, respectively 739	

(see Table 1). 740	
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    741	

FIG. 5. The 1979-2016 time-mean zonal wind velocity (m s-1), mean kinetic energy (m2 s-2) 742	

and eddy kinetic energy (m2 s-2) in the SO from NCEP R1 (a-f) and ERA-Interim (g-l).  743	

 744	
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 745	

FIG. 6. The 1979-2016 zonal-mean and seasonal-mean zonal wind velocity (dashed; m s-1), 746	

zonal wind stress (solid; N m-2), mean kinetic energy (solid; m2 s-2) and eddy kinetic energy 747	

(dashed; m2 s-2) from NCEP R1 (a-b) and ERA-Interim (c-d). 748	

 749	

                    750	

FIG. 7. The 1979-2016 station-based SAM index from Marshall (2003; updated online). Years 751	

with SAM>0.5 are defined here as positive SAM years and those with SAM<-0.5 negative 752	

SAM years. 753	
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  754	

 755	

FIG. 8. The mean τ,NM (N m-2), MKELM	and EKELM (m2 s-2) averaged over positive and negative 756	

SAM years during 1979-2016 from NCEP R1 (a-h) and ERA-Interim (i-p). (b) and (j) are the 757	

mean stresses calculated using a combination of the mean wind averaged over all the positive 758	

SAM years and wind fluctuations from each negative SAM year. (f) and (n) are the mean 759	

stresses calculated using a combination of the mean wind averaged over all the negative SAM 760	

years and wind fluctuations from each positive SAM year.	761	

           762	
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 763	

FIG. 9. Zonal-mean τ,NM (N m-2, a and d), MKELM (m2 s-2, b and e), and EKELM (m2 s-2, c and f) 764	

averaged over positive (solid black lines) and negative (dashed black lines) SAM years during 765	

1979-2016 from NCEP R1 (a-c) and ERA-Interim (d-f). The grey lines mark one standard 766	

deviation. 767	

                      768	
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                                769	

FIG. 10. Time series (red solid) and trend (red dashed) of SO wind stress averaged between 770	

35oS and 65oS during 1979-2016 from (a) NCEP R1, (b) NCEP R2 and (c) ERA-Interim. Black 771	

lines are for wind stress obtained by randomizing the annual-mean winds and blue lines for 772	

that obtained by randomizing wind fluctuations. Percentages in brackets show statistical 773	

significance of the trends. Note that although the overall wind stress trends are positive when 774	

averaged between 35oS and 65oS, there are regions of negative trends, particularly between 775	

35oS and 45oS (not shown). 776	
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 777	

FIG. 11. Time series (solid) and trends (dashed) of MKELM, EKELM,	EKEJ4, EKEA4 and EKEAKJ4 778	

(m2 s-2) averaged between 35oS and 65oS during 1979-2016 from NCEP R1 (a-b), NCEP R2 779	

(c-d) and ERA-Interim (e-f). Percentages in brackets show statistical significance of the trends. 780	

 781	
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 782	

FIG. 12. Time series (solid) and trends (dashed) of the seasonal-mean τ,NM (N m-2, a and c) and 783	

EKELM (m2 s-2, b and d) averaged between 35oS and 65oS during 1979-2016 from NCEP R1 (a-784	

b) and ERA-Interim (c-d). Percentages in brackets show statistical significance of the trends. 785	

	786	


